ADVANCED AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT, INC.
CELETTE FIXTURE RENTAL POLICY
Advanced agrees to supply certain fixture sets that are utilized on Celette unibody repair
equipment for the purpose of rental. Advanced agrees to provide, for rent, a reasonable number
of fixtures sets for the sum of $300.00 per bench, plus sales tax, per month, to be paid on the first
of each month.
FIXTURE INVENTORY: It is understood that it is impossible for Advanced to inventory all
available fixture sets, but a reasonable and updated fixture bank will be maintained. Advanced
will supply to rental customer, at reasonable intervals, an updated fixture rental list that indicates
the current status of the entire fixture rental bank.
In the event that Advanced does not inventory a particular fixture set, the customer understands
that a particular fixture set may be available from the Celette factory rental center, and may be
rented, directly from Celette, under terms set forth by Celette USA, Inc.
DELIVERY CHARGES: It is agreed that delivery and pickup charges are in addition to the
monthly fixture rental fee as follows: Metropolitan Oklahoma City (25 mile radius from
Advanced’s, Oklahoma City warehouse) the delivery service charge will be $ 32.50 to deliver
and $32.50 to pick up totaling $74.50 for both pickup and delivery. Alternatively, the customer
may make their own arrangements to pick up and deliver back to Advanced’s warehouse, at no
charge.
Transportation outside of Metropolitan Oklahoma City is at the expense of the customer.
Advanced will arrange for freight company pick-up and will ship to customer freight collect. The
fixtures are to be returned to Advanced freight pre-paid.
USAGE: It is further agreed that a maximum of three days usage is permitted under this
agreement and any additional days of usage will be charged at $50.00 per day plus tax. A one
day allowance is given for Advanced’s delivery and pick-up in Metropolitan Oklahoma City.
Time out for Customer pick-up and return is based on our warehouse time stamp. For out of
town and common carrier shipment, in-transit time allowance is given.
DAMAGED FIXTURES: It is the Customer responsibility to inspect the fixture set container
upon the arrival by the Carrier. The Customer must note on the Delivery Receipt any visual
damage and any potential lost parts that may required further inspection. Advanced will seal any
container with a special colored zip tie. If the tie is damaged or removed or replaced with a
standard white, black, or clear, customer must note this on the delivery receipt and contact
Advanced Immediately so that Advanced can take the proper actions for a claim with the freight
carrier.
It is agreed that the rental Customer will pay for any damage to any fixtures while in their
possession or for any lost parts. It is the responsibility of the rental Customer to make sure the
unit delivered is in good working order prior to its usage. Every fixture set that is returned is
inspected for damage and missing parts.
It is further agreed that any delinquent account of 30 days for any outstanding bills owed to
Advanced (regarding the rental account) will provide ample justification for Advanced to
withhold rental fixtures from any rental Customer until such account is paid in full.
Advanced cannot guarantee that the monthly fixture rental amount will continue at the same rate
from month to month indefinitely.

